
Fantastic Phonics!

Week 3 – Banana Group



Monday 15th June 2020



Let’s start by singing our alphabet!
Remember when we sing the alphabet we are using the letter names not the letter sounds. 

Note any letter names that your child has difficulty 
with and keep working on them.



could

Mrs

would

looked

Let’s read all of our Phase 5 tricky words!

Note any words that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when practising tricky words…

asked

their

oh

Mr

called

people

should



Let’s practise all of our Phase 5 sounds on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re 
going to play

Buried Treasure!

Choose to
Revise All Phase 5.

Click on the ‘get coin’ button and a coin will appear with a decodable word with one or more Phase 5 sound in. 
Read the word out loud, using your robot arms, and decide whether it is a real word or an alien (pseudo) word. 

If it’s a real word, move the coin to the treasure chest, if it’s an alien word, move the coin to the rubbish bin.
Can you get 10 out of 10?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Today we’re going to be thinking about the different 
sounds that this grapheme (letter) can make

Read both of the words below and see if you can 
hear the two different sound that u can make…u

jug music



In the word jug it makes an u sound

jug music

u u

In the word music it makes a ue sound

Different ways of saying u



Different ways of saying u

Making an u sound

jugu
Making a ue sound

musicu

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an u or a ue sound

stupid



Different ways of saying u

Making an u sound

jugu
Making a ue sound

musicu

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an u or a ue sound

stupid



Different ways of saying u

Making an u sound

jugu
Making a ue sound

musicu

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an u or a ue sound

suntan
stupid



Different ways of saying u

Making an u sound

jugu
Making a ue sound

musicu

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an u or a ue sound

suntan
stupid



Different ways of saying u

Making an u sound

jugu
Making a ue sound

musicu

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an u or a ue sound

human
stupidsuntan



Different ways of saying u

Making an u sound

jugu
Making a ue sound

musicu

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an u or a ue sound

human
stupidsuntan



Different ways of saying u

Making an u sound

jugu
Making a ue sound

musicu

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an u or a ue sound

bunkbed
stupidsuntan

human



Different ways of saying u

Making an u sound

jugu
Making a ue sound

musicu

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an u or a ue sound

bunkbed
stupidsuntan

human



Different ways of saying u

Making an u sound

jugu
Making a ue sound

musicu

stupidsuntan

humanbunkbed



d u ck

Now let’s see if we can use our new sound to help us write some words!

Here’s a reminder of what you need to do:
Look at the picture and stretch the word out using your invisible elastic band.

What sounds can you hear?
How many sounds can you hear?

Can you put them onto your fingers?
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

We’re going to use our phoneme frames to help us write each word:
You can draw your own phoneme frames for this, or download a sheet of them from the website called Phoneme Frames.

I’ve written the word duck in the phoneme frame below as an example:

Don’t forget to add
your sound buttons!

We use a dot if it’s a single letter 
making one sound, and a line if 
it’s two letters making one sound 

(a digraph).

Remember each box of our phoneme 
frame contains one sound (phoneme), 
not necessarily one letter (grapheme), 
so both letters from the ck sound in 
duck go together in the final box. 



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What is the middle sound? What is the final sound?



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?



Let’s check how you did!

t u b

s u n

a

u n i c or n



Did you spot that u can make both an u and a ue sound

t u b

s u n

a

u n i c or n



Which caption is correct for this picture?

We like to play music on a drum.

We like to play music on a flute.

We like to play music on a tuba.



Did you get it right?

We like to play music on a drum.

We like to play music on a flute.

We like to play music on a tuba.



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to
play Cheeky Chimps!

Choose
the u button.

Click on the ‘get banana’ button and a banana will appear with a word containing an u grapheme (letter). 
Read the word out loud, and decide whether it is making an u sound (like in but) or a ue sound (like in unit). 

Feed the banana to the correct monkey – watch out if it’s wrong you’ll get banana squirted at you!
Can you get 10 out of 10?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Banana Group Phonics Worksheets Week 3



Tuesday 16th June 2020



Let’s start by singing our alphabet!
Remember when we sing the alphabet we are using the letter names not the letter sounds. 

Note any letter names that your child has difficulty 
with and keep working on them.



could

Mrs

would

looked

Let’s read all of our Phase 5 tricky words!

Note any words that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when practising tricky words…

asked

their

oh

Mr

called

people

should



Let’s read them again on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to play 
Tricky Word Trucks!

Choose Phase 5a.

Design your truck and then read each of the words on the trucks. 
If you get the word right press the green tick, if you get the word wrong press the red cross. 

How many seconds does it take you to read all of the words? 
Can you do it even faster?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Today we’re going to be thinking about the different 
sounds that this grapheme (letter) can make

Read both of the words below and see if you can 
hear the two different sound that e can make…e

bed me



In the word bed it makes an e sound

bed me

e e

In the word me it makes an ee sound

Different ways of saying e



Different ways of saying e

Making an e sound

bede
Making an ee sound

mee

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an e or an ee sound

tenth



Different ways of saying e

Making an e sound

bede
Making an ee sound

mee

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an e or an ee sound

tenth



Different ways of saying e

Making an e sound

bede
Making an ee sound

mee

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an e or an ee sound

she
tenth



Different ways of saying e

Making an e sound

bede
Making an ee sound

mee

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an e or an ee sound

she
tenth



Different ways of saying e

Making an e sound

bede
Making an ee sound

mee

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an e or an ee sound

be
tenth she



Different ways of saying e

Making an e sound

bede
Making an ee sound

mee

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an e or an ee sound

be
tenth she



Different ways of saying e

Making an e sound

bede
Making an ee sound

mee

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an e or an ee sound

spend
tenth she

be



Different ways of saying e

Making an e sound

bede
Making an ee sound

mee

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an e or an ee sound

spend
tenth she

be



Different ways of saying e

Making an e sound

bede
Making an ee sound

mee

spend

tenth she

be



d u ck

Now let’s see if we can use our new sound to help us write some words!

Here’s a reminder of what you need to do:
Look at the picture and stretch the word out using your invisible elastic band.

What sounds can you hear?
How many sounds can you hear?

Can you put them onto your fingers?
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

We’re going to use our phoneme frames to help us write each word:
You can draw your own phoneme frames for this, or download a sheet of them from the website called Phoneme Frames.

I’ve written the word duck in the phoneme frame below as an example:

Don’t forget to add
your sound buttons!

We use a dot if it’s a single letter 
making one sound, and a line if 
it’s two letters making one sound 

(a digraph).

Remember each box of our phoneme 
frame contains one sound (phoneme), 
not necessarily one letter (grapheme), 
so both letters from the ck sound in 
duck go together in the final box. 



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What is the final sound?

The opposite 
of she is …



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

The eggs are in a …



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What is the final sound?

The plural 
of I is …



Let’s check how you did!

h e

n e s t

w e



Did you spot that e can make both an e and an ee sound

h e

n e s t

w e



Which caption is correct for this picture?

We are hiding in the nest.

We are hiding in the bedroom.

We are hiding in the tent.



Did you get it right?

We are hiding in the nest.

We are hiding in the bedroom.

We are hiding in the tent.



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re 
going to play

Acorn Adventures!

Choose
the e button.

Click on the ‘get acorn’ button and an acorn will appear with a word containing an e grapheme (letter). 
Read the word out loud, and decide whether it is making an e sound (like in bed) or an ee sound (like in he). 
Feed the acorn to the correct squirrel in the tree – watch out if it’s wrong you’ll get an acorn thrown at you!

Can you get 10 out of 10?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Banana Group Phonics Worksheets Week 3



Wednesday 17th June 2020



Let’s start by singing our alphabet!
Remember when we sing the alphabet we are using the letter names not the letter sounds. 

Note any letter names that your child has difficulty 
with and keep working on them.



could

Mrs

would

looked

Let’s read all of our Phase 5 tricky words!

Note any words that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when practising tricky words…

asked

their

oh

Mr

called

people

should



Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re 
going to play

Picnic on Pluto!

Choose to
Revise All Phase 5.

Click on the ‘get snack’ button and a snack will appear with a decodable word with one or more Phase 5 sound in. 
Read the word out loud, using your robot arms, and decide whether it is a real word or an alien (pseudo) word. 

If it’s a real word, feed the snack to Bob, if it’s an alien word, feed the snack to Obb.
Can you get 10 out of 10?

Let’s practise all of our Phase 5 sounds on Phonics Play!

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Today we’re going to be recapping these six letters and the different 
sounds that they can make...

Can you remember them all?

u
ic

e o g



In the word fish it makes an i sound

fish child

i i

In the word child it makes an igh sound

Different ways of saying i



In the word hot it makes an o sound

o o

In the word cold it makes an oa sound

Different ways of saying o

hot cold



In the word cat it makes a c sound

cat mice

c c

In the word mice it makes a s sound

Different ways of saying c



In the word gate it makes a g sound

gate gem

g g

In the word gem it makes a j sound

Different ways of saying g



In the word jug it makes an u sound

jug music

u u

In the word music it makes a ue sound

Different ways of saying u



In the word bed it makes an e sound

bed me

e e

In the word me it makes an ee sound

Different ways of saying e



Reading clues with i, o, c, g, u and e

rabbit

This is Tog. He is a robot.

robot turkey



How did you do?

rabbit

This is Tog. He is a robot.

robot turkey



Reading clues with i, o, c, g, u and e

You can play music on a tuba.

bike tent tuba



How did you do?

bike tent tuba

You can play music on a tuba.



Reading clues with i, o, c, g, u and e

spider

You should never tell a secret.

spray secret



How did you do?

spider

You should never tell a secret.

spray secret



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re 
going to play

Days of the Week!

This game can help you learn to read any tricky parts of the days of the week.
It is great to help you practise your days of the week, which is something we need to 

know for Phonics, English and Maths in Year 1!
If you are feeling really confident, see if you can say the day that comes before and after each day on the spaceship too! 

e.g. the day showing is Sunday – the day before Sunday is Saturday, and the day after Sunday is Monday.

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Banana Group Phonics Worksheets Week 3



Thursday 18th June 2020



Let’s start by singing our alphabet!
Remember when we sing the alphabet we are using the letter names not the letter sounds. 

Note any letter names that your child has difficulty 
with and keep working on them.



could

Mrs

would

looked

Let’s read all of our Phase 5 tricky words!

Note any words that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when practising tricky words…

asked

their

oh

Mr

called

people

should



Let’s read them again on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to play 
Tricky Word Trucks!

Choose Phase 5a.

Design your truck and then read each of the words on the trucks. 
If you get the word right press the green tick, if you get the word wrong press the red cross. 

How many seconds does it take you to read all of the words? 
Can you do it even faster?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Today we’re going to be thinking about the different 
sounds that this digraph can make

Read both of the words below and see if you can 
hear the two different sound that ow can make…ow

cow snow



Different ways of saying ow

In the word cow it makes an ow sound

cow snow
In the word snow it makes an oa sound

ow ow



owow

Different ways of saying ow

Making an ow sound

cow
Making an oa sound

snow

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an ow or an oa sound

powder



owow

Different ways of saying ow

Making an ow sound

cow
Making an oa sound

snow

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an ow or an oa sound

powder



owow

Different ways of saying ow

Making an ow sound

cow
Making an oa sound

snow

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an ow or an oa sound

window
powder



owow

Different ways of saying ow

Making an ow sound

cow
Making an oa sound

snow

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an ow or an oa sound

window
powder



owow

Different ways of saying ow

Making an ow sound

cow
Making an oa sound

snow

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an ow or an oa sound

frown
windowpowder



owow

Different ways of saying ow

Making an ow sound

cow
Making an oa sound

snow

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an ow or an oa sound

frown
windowpowder



owow

Different ways of saying ow

Making an ow sound

cow
Making an oa sound

snow

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an ow or an oa sound

bowl
windowpowder

frown



owow

Different ways of saying ow

Making an ow sound

cow
Making an oa sound

snow

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an ow or an oa sound

bowl
windowpowder

frown



owow

Different ways of saying ow

Making an ow sound

cow
Making an oa sound

snow

windowpowder

bowlfrown



d u ck

Now let’s see if we can use our new sound to help us write some words!

Here’s a reminder of what you need to do:
Look at the picture and stretch the word out using your invisible elastic band.

What sounds can you hear?
How many sounds can you hear?

Can you put them onto your fingers?
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

We’re going to use our phoneme frames to help us write each word:
You can draw your own phoneme frames for this, or download a sheet of them from the website called Phoneme Frames.

I’ve written the word duck in the phoneme frame below as an example:

Don’t forget to add
your sound buttons!

We use a dot if it’s a single letter 
making one sound, and a line if 
it’s two letters making one sound 

(a digraph).

Remember each box of our phoneme 
frame contains one sound (phoneme), 
not necessarily one letter (grapheme), 
so both letters from the ck sound in 
duck go together in the final box. 



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

The teddy is 
wearing a …



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?



Let’s check how you did!

s

b ow t

t ow e

ie

s n ow m a n

l



Did you spot that ow can make both an ow and an ow sound

s

b ow t

t ow e

ie

s n ow m a n

l



Which caption is correct for this picture?

They are snowing down stream.

They are rowing clown stream.

They are rowing down stream.



Did you get it right?

They are snowing down stream.

They are rowing clown stream.

They are rowing down stream.



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to
play Cheeky Chimps!

Choose
the ow button.

Click on the ‘get banana’ button and a banana will appear with a word containing an ow digraph. 
Read the word out loud, and decide whether it is making an ow sound (like in down) or an oa sound (like in low). 

Feed the banana to the correct monkey – watch out if it’s wrong you’ll get banana squirted at you!
Can you get 10 out of 10?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Banana Group Phonics Worksheets Week 3



Friday 19th June 2020



Let’s start by singing our alphabet!
Remember when we sing the alphabet we are using the letter names not the letter sounds. 

Note any letter names that your child has difficulty 
with and keep working on them.



could

Mrs

would

looked

Let’s read all of our Phase 5 tricky words!

Note any words that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when practising tricky words…

asked

their

oh

Mr

called

people

should



Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re 
going to play
Dragon’s Den!

Choose to
Revise All Phase 5.

Click on the ‘get egg’ button and an egg will appear with a decodable word with one or more Phase 5 sound in. 
Read the word out loud, using your robot arms, and decide whether it is a real word or an alien (pseudo) word. 

If it’s a real word, move the egg to the green dragon, if it’s an alien word, move the egg to the red dragon.
Can you get 10 out of 10?

Let’s practise all of our Phase 5 sounds on Phonics Play!

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Today we’re going to be thinking about 
homographs using our ow sound.

Homographs are words that look exactly the same, but that are said in different ways.

When we say the word differently, it also has a different meaning.

Let’s have a look at one…

Making an ow sound

row row
Making an oa sound

ow ow



Different ways of saying ow

Read these sentences and decide how to say the word in bold.

Make sure that you read the whole sentence as this will help you choose the correct way to say the word!

The boy was cross after the row.

You can row a boat.



How did you do?

The boy was cross after the row.

You can row a boat.

Making an ow sound

ow
Making an oa sound

ow



Today we’re going to be thinking about 
homographs using our ow sound.

Homographs are words that look exactly the same, but that are said in different ways.

When we say the word differently, it also has a different meaning.

Let’s have a look at one…

Making an ow sound

bow bow
Making an oa sound

ow ow



Different ways of saying ow

Read these sentences and decide how to say the word in bold.

Make sure that you read the whole sentence as this will help you choose the correct way to say the word!

The clown had a bowtie.

The dancer took a bow.



How did you do?

Making an ow sound

ow
Making an oa sound

ow

The clown had a bowtie.

The dancer took a bow.



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re 
going to play

Days of the Week!

This game can help you learn to read any tricky parts of the days of the week.
It is great to help you practise your days of the week, which is something we need to 

know for Phonics, English and Maths in Year 1!
If you are feeling really confident, see if you can say the day that comes before and after each day on the spaceship too! 

e.g. the day showing is Sunday – the day before Sunday is Saturday, and the day after Sunday is Monday.

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Banana Group Phonics Worksheets Week 3


